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Abstract—The recent indoor localization techniques use in-
ertial sensors for position estimations in order to obtain a
certain degree of freedom from RF solutions. Unfortunately,
this dependency cannot be completely eliminated due to the
cumulative errors introduced in the localization process; thus,
RF or visual reference points are still necessary. In this paper
we propose a novel approach for architectural design of indoor
localization and navigation services by introducing a context-
aware and extendable system framework. We exploit the ability
to recognize certain human motion patterns and by using a
scenario specific navigation language, for guiding the localization
and position refinement process, we will be able to control the
navigation on a much finer level. Therefore, in our system the
reference points become needless or for scenarios with topological
black holes at least the refinement process is automated, the user
can be omitted from finding these points.

Index Terms—indoor navigation; context-awareness; location
based services; pedestrian localization.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of smart phones Location Based Applica-
tions (LBA) [1] witness an ever increasing popularity. While
commercial services mainly focus on outdoor use cases indoor
LBAs suffer a relative backlog, although at first sight all
the necessary building blocks [2] are available. Besides the
lack of common standards an even more stressful reason can
be attributed to the scenario specific nature and sensibility
to infrastructural changes of indoor localization techniques.
Existing solutions require special effort to build detailed RF
maps or propagation models and these pre-deployment steps
must be repeated in case of variations (topology, transmission
power) in system configuration. Therefore, the research com-
munity has started to focus on indoor positioning techniques
where pre-deployment efforts are not necessary [3] or where
the localization is based on minimal infrastructure [4]. To
obtain a certain degree of freedom these systems leverage
the technological advancements in mobile devices, such as the
inclusion of accelerometer, compass or magnetometer sensors
[5] [6]. However, in the current proposals the dependence
from some kind of reference points (RF, visual information
or acoustic beacons) cannot be completely eliminated, since
due to the nature of the inertial sensors by distancing from
the last known reference position cumulative errors will be
introduced in the location estimation process.

In recent indoor navigation systems, besides the afore
mentioned inertial sensor fusion (called dead-reckoning (DR))

techniques, camera phones can also support localization and
navigation. These approaches [7] [8] [9] use well placed visual
markers (e.g., ’YOU-ARE-HERE’ (YAH) maps, QR codes) in
order to provide reference points for DR drift cancellation. To
further improve navigation experience besides the traditional
map based solutions augmented reality (AR) interfaces are also
applied. The traditional AR interfaces usually require contin-
uous localization of the user, while in newer ones constraint
diminution is achieved by using sparse localization techniques.
Unfortunately, these solutions still require reference points [7]
[9], constant user interaction/supervision [10] or an occasional
manual reset of the accumulated location error [8].

A common problem with current indoor LBA solutions
is the moderate effort dedicated to consider and deeper
explore the dimensions of contextual relationships in the
localization and navigation process, consequently the dif-
ferent requirements arose from personalization (user prefer-
ences/capabilities), scenario peculiarities (topological/service
types) and their relationship to positioning/route guidance is
not integrally handled. Different users will have different capa-
bilities and requirements regarding the navigation procedure.
For example, active participation in the process (navigation or
interaction through AR interfaces) should be avoided, since it
can distract the user, causing confusion/accidents. Instead, a
proper voice guidance based navigation service shall be used.
Considering scenarios, in certain premises the placement of
any kind of reference points is beyond possibility due to legal-,
investment issues, or their usability is just simply questionable.
Also different levels of quality of service will be required for
positioning and route guidance in miscellaneous scenarios.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for architectural
design of indoor localization and navigation services, aimed to
provide an extendable framework for personalized and context-
aware indoor LBAs. Our goal is to provide a navigation
system, which requires no RF infrastructure and where the
user interaction for finding the reference points is minimized
or at least is automatically triggered by the scenario, the
navigation process itself. This requires the employing of
human movement behavior analysis, the introduction of a
special navigation language, which controls the localization
and position refinement process, and the design of a novel
architectural framework to empower and piece together the
building blocks of the system.
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Fig. 1. Problem definition of indoor positioning

The paper is organized as follows. We present the identified
indoor localization problems in Section 2, followed by the
description of the system architecture. Section 4 presents the
position refinement using cameras and we conclude the paper
in Section 5.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Navigation systems based only on inertial sensors are cor-
rupted by cumulative errors. As this error grows, the posi-
tioning inaccuracy can cause local disorder of the navigation
service. Refinement of the position estimations is done by
fusing the results with absolute position measurements derived
from the reference points of an additional localization system.

Since in our system we want to keep away from using refer-
ence points, which require mounting of special infrastructures
(e.g., WiFi access points) we have to look for new ways to
provide absolute positions for localization error cancellation.
Considering, for example a floor map of a subway system
we can identify certain building blocks like underpass areas,
halls and platforms usually connected with tunnels, stairs and
escalators. By traversing trough such places we will generate
specific behavior patterns, such as walking, climbing stairs,
making turns, taking elevators/escalators, etc. These actions
can be considered as special events and by correlating the
recognized events with the estimated movement pattern and
the topology of the floor plan we will be able to refine the
position estimation of the users. These topology specific points
used for localization error correction we call Topological
Anchor Points (TAPs). Therefore, we extend the functionality
of inertial sensors to detect human motion related patterns
by using real-time feature detection algorithms at the mobile
side. In the current localization systems the accelerometer
sensors are mainly used as a digital step counters [4] [5], the
recognition of human activities is typically used in Assisted
Living applications to detect daily activities of people (e.g.,
[11]) in health-care services.

Despite the introduction of this concept in certain scenarios
there will be no specific topological points, which can generate
particular, well interpretable events or the distance between
two consecutive TAPs will be too long. In such cases (called
topological black holes) the growth of the localization error
(uncertainty area nr. II on Figure 1) cannot be suppressed
efficiently, this leads to inaccuracy of positioning and to
possible navigation problems (missing the second exit with
the escalator). To cope with similar situations we also allow
to create Soft Anchor Points (SAPs), which are not inherently
topology specific and where the special events triggering
error cancellation are derived by using additional techniques
(e.g., by identifying visual markers like QR codes or 3D
positioning via cameras). These SAPs will be defined by the
users/service administrators, their usage requires some sort of
user interaction, similarly to the visual reference points used in
[7] [8] [9]. However, in our system the placement of SAPs is
not hard-coded in the system, we do not expect the existence
of fixed visual reference points (e.g., YAH maps), since in
many cases these are not optimally placed, considering the
navigation service needs. The possibility to dynamically place
the SAPs can also facilitate the introduction of new location
refinement methods, such as computer vision techniques. Since
the SAPs are placed to unknown locations we have to notify
somehow the users for triggering the refinement process.

To analyze the problem of SAP placement and refinement
triggering we present the scenario of Figure 1, where we can
observe a certain correlation between the favored placement of
SAPs and the movement pattern of the user. As we can see, the
last known precise user location is triggered by a TAP (stairs)
and from this point the positioning error grows (uncertainty
area) as the user enters into the hall. Despite the increasing
localization error, until the user overpasses the uncertainty
area nr. I (by traversing through the tunnel and entering the
hall), there is no reason to trigger the refinement process,
since no useful information can be provided for the navigation
process. The growth of the localization error can be handled
by DR and a context specific mechanism, which will keep the
navigator on track, not letting to assume any unnatural events
(e.g., crossing the tunnel walls), since is physically impossible
to act differently due to the scenario’s constraints. As the
uncertainty area grows beyond a certain, well defined level,
and the user is possibly situated in a more complex scenario
(hall/underpass with many exits) the refinement process has to
be triggered. This point of action will be calculated based on
the floor plan, the nature of the inertial localization algorithms
(estimated positioning errors) and the user preferences (e.g.,
do not use camera). Choosing a specific method for SAP
creation will also affect the quality of the navigation process.
For example, by using computer vision the area from where
correct localization can be effectuated is larger than using
QR codes, and it is also easier for the user to perceive and
find the right spot (zones around SAPs). The context specific
evaluation will also let us to provide an optimal placement for
the SAPs, considering the floor plan, the navigation service
requirements and the existence of scenario specific TAPs.
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III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In order to preserve the flexibility of the framework, we
propose the system architecture presented on Figure 2. One
key design concept is the separation between the service spe-
cific and sensor related data plans. Service specific data (e.g.,
map tiles, route queries/responses, navigation instructions) are
exchanged through the communication channels between the
mobile and the respective service. This channel is also used to
provide a navigation specific script for the mobile application,
which we call Navigation Markup Language (NML).

To assure extendibility, all the information involved in
the localization process is considered as sensor data and is
exchanged through a Data Gathering Server (DGS); thus, we
will be able to provide location related information for other
services, too. The output of some sensors (usually accelerome-
ter and magnetometer data) is processed at the mobile side by
defining proper signal processing and classification rule sets,
while other sensor’s data (e.g., GPS) is collected as a result
of a simpler query. The first kind of sensors (called Virtual
Sensors (ViSe)) will let us to specify the feature detection
algorithms used for human motion recognition, giving the
ability to derive information for the localization algorithms
(e.g., distance calculation based on step counter, DR) and
also for the error correction algorithm using TAPs (e.g., by
producing events in case of stair detection). The sensor data
involved in localization and navigation is shared through the
ViSe Routing Nodes, using a publish/subscribe communication
graph. The capabilities, the ViSe defined on a specific mobile
node, are published and shared through a commonly accessible
Knowledge Base (KB), from where all the newly introduced
services can acquire information (ViSe discovery). ViSe data
and control information are separated using content based
routing in DGS (by default the KB gets only control data),
in order to facilitate the scalability and extendibility of the
system. Thus, the transport technology used between the
mobile and the service (e.g., XMPP) is detached from the
service discovery, the method of accessing the KB (web ser-
vice). Inter-service communication and eventing is also better
supported, since the service advertisements can be channeled
into the KB. The control of mobile sensors, related to the
requirements of a specific service, is done by using the Service
Control Nodes, whose membership has to be managed by the
service or the KB itself.

In our system the Navigation Markup Language (NML) is
used to control the localization and to provide context specific
information besides the usual navigation related information
(floor plan, navigation instructions). The NML is generated
during the route planning phase, by analyzing the scenario
itself (topology of the indoor environment, user preferences,
etc). From the topology graph derived from the floor plan and
the planned route the affected TAPs will be determined, acting
as error cancellation points. The ViSes on the mobile related
to the specified TAP recognition (providers of the respective
movement patterns) will be asked for event reporting in form
of queries. Finding the corresponding SAPs along a planned
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Fig. 2. System architecture of the navigation system

route and triggering the correction procedure is related to the
definition of uncertainty areas between two consecutive TAPs
(off-line calculation and configuration/setup). This task can be
also formulated as an NML query and its result is triggered
by an estimation procedure: when the distance between the
last know precise location and the estimated actual position
exceeds the threshold defined by dpen + drem (see Figure 1).
The refinement in the localization process and the possible
recovery of the navigation are calculated based on the reported
ViSe data on the server side.

IV. POSITION REFINEMENT USING CAMERAS

Cameras can be also used as absolute position estimators.
Researchers are trying to develop mobile resource effective
methods using artificial landmarks (e.g., painted signs [9])
or statistical scene modeling. Unfortunately, these methods
are sensitive to the (financial, aesthetic and judiciary) cost
of landmarks and the dynamics of the modeled scene. Ac-
cordingly, in our case both pre-installed QR codes and 3D
reconstruction based positioning will be used as checkpoints.
We extract image key-points and calculate 3D coordinates
using at least two digital images of the same checkpoint and
its surroundings. We use two types of input: normal and
panoramic images [12]. If two normal images are used as
input, pose (position and orientation) of the camera needs to
be recorded. Hence, this method is used by system installers.
In case of panoramic images, the pose of the camera can be
estimated relative to the reconstruction coordinate system. To
correctly align the reconstructed model with the predefined
spatial one, arrangement of branches, stairs or exits can be
used. Thus, reduction of 3D point cloud can be used by slicing
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in the range of typical camera heights. From input images
(normal and panoramic) distinctive invariant image features
are extracted. Feature vectors are matched across images to
triangulate key-point positions. Reconstruction tasks can be
done on server or mobile side. During positioning, along the
route, the feature vectors and 3D coordinates of a checkpoint
are downloaded to the mobile node. Restricted search region
of feature extraction and matching is used with respect to the
possible camera pose derived from previous pose and inertial
sensor data, to reduce computing costs on the mobile device.
In order to provide fast localization, we decided to use the
(so far) unexploited parallel processing capabilities of mobile
GPUs. We are working on models and methods to estimate
optimal QR code placements and reconstruction camera poses
according to the spatial constraints of the scene, computational
and geometric constraints of methods, and inaccuracy models
of sensors.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach for architectural
design of indoor localization and navigation services. Our
goal is achieved by employing human behavior analysis to
recognize certain movement patterns, such as walking, taking
stairs, using elevators, etc. These events are used to define
topology specific points, which recognized during the naviga-
tion process can suppress the localization error. For complex
scenarios with topological black holes (where the distance
between two consecutive TAPs is too large) we introduced the
concept of SAPs, whose optimal placement can be calculated
off-line and their finding can be triggered automatically by the
navigation language (NML). The introduction of this special
navigation language will let us to control the localization
and position refinement process; thus, no RF infrastructure
is necessary and continuous user supervision is minimized or
at least is automatically triggered by the scenario itself.

As future work, we have to put the pieces together and to
implement the localization service on the server side. Currently
the data gathering server, the ViSe querying on the mobile
side and an off-line version of the movement pattern detection
algorithms are available. The camera based position refinement
is also under implementation and evaluation.
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